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“Apprenticeships Make Colorado Stronger” — Business Experiential-Learning Commission

During its “Celebration of Excellence” event, the Business Experiential-Learning Commission honored achievements of Apprenticeships and recognized businesses, partners, and programs committed to increasing demand skills while earning a paycheck in a rapidly changing economy.

The event, sponsored by CareerWise Colorado and FirstBank, was made possible by the governor-appointed Business Experiential-Learning (BEL) Commission.

About the Business Experiential-Learning (BEL) Commission

The BEL Commission, a partnership of business, local and regional leadership, and workforce organizations, is dedicated to scaling Apprenticeships to meet the needs of Colorado’s economy. Successes like the ones recognized during “Celebration of Excellence” are a result of the collective work of all of the BEL Commission partners and in partnership with other State and national partners.

Awardees include:

---

Eric Miller is a third-year apprentice at Pinnacol Assurance and a graduate of the Denver School of Innovation. He is focused on technology and automation and has managed to design plastic parts, automate a reporting process, and training to meet the needs of Colorado’s economy. Successes like the ones recognized during “Celebration of Excellence” are a result of the collective work of all of the BEL Commission partners and in partnership with other State and national partners.

---
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